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Abstract Cloud computing is a model for enabling

ubiquitous, easy, and on-demand network access to a
shared aggregation of configurable computing sources.
Adopting of cloud computing in the pharmaceutical
manufacturing is influenced by a group of critical success
factors. Therefore, this paper depends on the
technological-organizational-environmental
(TOE)
framework to explore the factors that influence on cloud
computing adoption by pharmaceutical industry firms in
Jordan through proposing a model for Pharmaceutical
Manufacturing Companies. Complexity, compatibility,
relative advantage, top management support, firm size,
technical readiness, competitive pressure, and trading
partner pressure, are the eight critical success factors that
have been tested. A survey was utilized to collect data from
16 pharmaceutical manufacturing firms in the capital of
Jordan- Amman. Relevant hypotheses were developed and
examined by multiple regression analysis. The results of
the data analysis generally support the suggested model. In
summary, the results of this research have shown that all
above-mentioned factors were found to have a significant
influence on adoption of cloud computing for the
pharmaceutical industry in Jordan. This finding of
adoption in cloud computing in the pharmaceutical
industry will help firms to take into consideration their
information for technologies investments.
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1. Introduction
Over the last 10 years, the technology industry has

changed rapidly, and this change has appeared in the
concept of the manufacturing industry because this sector
is facing business challenges like concentrating on
improving performance and the ability to control the cost
of business doing. Therefore, business firms require
updating their skills and technology in order to produce
new services appropriate to the business needs and due to
the rapid competition growth (Pauly, M , 2011)[1]. In
today’s business world, the ability of a firm to sustain a
competitive feature is also a challenge according to the
global and rapid growth of innovative technology; this
competition is dynamic and crucial for upcoming business
development in the economic globalization (Jin ,
2007 )[2].
Information technology (IT) has the ability to change the
business context into planning and organized steps such as
creating strategic opportunity and improving operational
efficiency and effectiveness and this will happen through
applying cloud computing technology. The cloud
technologies have become the base for fundamental
business innovation and new business models along with
decreasing functioning costs. Cloud computing is the
second trend of IT for governments, firms, and individuals
to enhance their business processes in costless and
availability features. Recently, pharmaceutical firms are
trying to explore the benefits through the period of
technology development. Pharmaceutical firms are known
for its late adoption of new technologies. Before adopting
any new technology; the industry thoroughly studies pros,
cons, risks, and benefits in order to understand the base for
this technology and how to avoid failure. But now, as firms
are being forced to streamline their process and reduce
costs, they are finding new ways to optimize complex
processes and it is through adopting of the cloud computing.
The advantages of the cloud "pay as you go" model, low
capital investment, low run costs will drive innovation in
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products and bundled services quick to the market (Science,
2014)[3]. Developing in enterprise IT infrastructure can
remove some of the barriers to participating in global
marketing and assist Pharmaceutical firms to have an
efficient business and compete in global markets. Many
studies have attempted to investigate the adoption of new
technologies from both individual and organizational
perspective [ (Alshamaila, Y., et al, 2013); (Oliveira,T. et
al, 2014); (S. S. Bharadwaj and P. Lal, , 2012)] [4];
[5];[6]. These studies have attempted to identify the factors
that impact technology adoption and the relationship
between these factors (Gangwar, H.,et al , 2015)[7]. In
addition, in number of studies, technology adoption
theories/frameworks have been utilized to support the
investigation of cloud computing adoption effect on
organizational performance [ (Alshamaila, Y., et al,
2013); (G. Chao et al., 2014)] [4]; [8].
The Jordan's pharmaceutical industry is a pioneer
exporting sector due to its high quality and excellent
reputation. Therefore, 81% of the production is exported to
foreign business areas. Moreover, these industries are now
distributed into worldwide and to more than 60 countries
whereas 90% of their exports are going to Arabic countries.
The literature on cloud computing adoption focuses
primarily on technology adoption in developed countries.
Few studies (if any) include an empirical study that carried
out to on investigation cloud computing adoption in Jordan
context at the organizational level. There is only one study
which investigates the effect of cloud computing in the
Jordanian hospitals (Osama Harfoushi et al., 2016)[9].
However, there is still an urgent need to analyze the
adoption of this technology in several business sectors in
order to have a better understanding of cloud computing.
The purpose of this research study is to analyze and
describe critical success factors that impact cloud
computing adoption in Jordanian Pharmaceutical
manufacturing firms utilizing the framework developed by
Tornatzky and Fleischer (1990) for adopting IT efficiency
in organizations and implementing technical innovations.
The study is structured as follows; Section 2 provides a
theoretical background of cloud computing and TOE
framework; Section3 presents the previous related works;
Section 4 outlines the research framework and hypotheses
development; Section 5 present the methodological
approach taken; Section 6 show the data analysis and
results; Section 7 provide a discussion of results, finally,
Section 8 draw a conclusion and future work.

2. Background
2.1. Cloud Computing
It is an ever-increasing phenomenon in the domain of
information and communication technology (ICT), it has
acquired growing attention from different business firms to
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overcome some obstacles and the business barriers that
faced. Cloud Computing is defined by the US National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) as: “A
model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand
network access to a shared pool of configurable computing
resources (e.g. networks, servers, storage, applications, and
services) that can be quickly provisioned and send out with
less
managerial
effort
or
service
provider
interaction"[ (Mell and Grance , 2011); (M. Amini and N.
Sadat Safavi , 2013)][10];[11]. It promotes the availability
and as well includes five fundamental features:
Self-service on demand, access to broad networks, pooling
of resources, swift flexibility, and services measured [ (M.
Amini and N. Sadat Safavi , 2013); (Vouk, M,
2008)[11];[12].Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a
Service (PaaS), and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) are
the three cloud computing services models (M. Zhou and
R. Zhang, 2010)[13].Furthermore, Private, Public,
Community, Hybrid the four deployment models of cloud
computing (M. Amini and N. Sadat Safavi , 2013)[11].
Many advantages are affording by cloud computing to
organizations for example but not limited to supplying the
opportunity to access on-demand IT services utilizing
Internet technologies on a free or pay-per-use basis, helps
organizations to evolve their technological and strategic
agility, also, increase the level of responsiveness in the
business environment globally (Son et al. , 2011)[14].Thus,
cloud computing reflects “a sea change—a deep and
permanent shift in how computing power is created and
used” (McAfee, A, 2011)[15]. Finally, the cloud
computing is not only about a technological improvement
of data centers, but also an essential change in how
information technology (IT) is provisioned and utilized, in
a time where competition in a business market increasing
rapidly and all companies are trying to be up to date so as to
produce new services and products for their business
needs.
2.2. (TOE) – Framework
The conceptual framework that is developed in this
research study is based on the concepts derived from
Diffusion of Innovation (DOI) theory and TOE framework.
DOI characterizes five factors that impact on the adoption
of novel ideas; it is the relative advantage, compatibility,
complexity, trialability, and observability (Pauly, M ,
2011)[1]. TOE frame was developed by Tornatzky and
Fleischer in 1990 to explore innovation adoption at the
organization level (Oliveira and Martins , 2010)[16]). In
addition, the TOE classifies these factors which influence
on technology adoption in the organization into three
groups namely, technological, Organizational, and
environmental context (Alpar and Reeves , 1990) [17]. It
has been claimed that utilizes of these three categories of
TOE framework gives the advantage over other technology
adoption theories/models ( Low, C., et al, 2011)[18].
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These factors constitute eight predictors for adopting cloud
computing as highlighted in the following section and as
well in Figure1.

3. Related Works
Regarding cloud computing, we have picked diverse
methods to demonstrate what factors enable or disable
firms to adopt cloud computing. Many research studies
have been conducted in an attempt to understand different
factors that are prospective to impact the adoption of
different new technologies [ (Jin , 2007 ); (Cegielski et al.,
2012)] [2]; [19]. For example, ( Low, C., et al, 2011)[18],
investigated the impact of the factors (relative advantage,
complexity, compatibility, top management support, firm
size, technology readiness, competitive pressure, and
trading partner pressure) on the adoption of cloud
computing in high-tech companies, the results revealed that
five of these factors(relative advantage, top management
support, firm size, competitive pressure, and trading
partner pressure) are significantly influenced the adoption
of cloud computing.
Lian, J.W., Yen, D.C. and Wang, Y.T. (2014) studied the
impact of different factors on the adoption of cloud
computing in Taiwan's hospitals, the study indicated that
the most factors were "data security, perceived technical
competence, cost, top management support, and
complexity" (Lian, J.W., et al , 2014)[20]. Alshamaila,
Y., Papagiannidis, S. and Li, F. (2013) “examined the
effect of the TOE framework on the adoption of cloud
computing in Small and Medium Enterprises, the factors
were technology factors (“relative advantage, uncertainty,
compatibility,
complexity,
and
trainability”),
organizational factors (“size, top management support,
innovativeness, and prior IT experience”), and
environmental factors (“competitive pressure, industry,
market scope, supplier efforts and external computing
support”). The results showed that most of these elements
had a significant effect on the adoption of cloud services in
these companies (Alshamaila, Y., et al, 2013)[4], the
competitive pressure was the only factor that was not found
to have any contribution in the process of adopting cloud
computing.
Moreover, Gutierrez, A., Boukrami, E. and Lumsden, R.
(2015) used the TOE framework to determine which
factors impact the decision of managers to adopt cloud
computing in the United Kingdom, the results showed that
the factors (“competitive pressure, complexity, technology
readiness and trading partner pressure) had a positive

impact on the adoption of cloud computing (Gutierrez, A.,
et al , 2015)[21]. A study was conducted by (Alkhater, N.,
et al , 2014)[22]with the aim of identifying the factors with
the most influence on the intention of organizations to
adopt cloud services, it was noted that between the four
dimensions suggested to impact the adoption of cloud
computing, the most significant one was technology,
followed by human, organizational, and environmental
factors, also, the study found that the factors of availability,
reliability, security, privacy, and others had a significant
impact on the decision to adopt cloud computing. Only
trading partner pressure which not.
Gangwar, H., Date, H. and Ramaswamy, R. (2015), also
attempted to understand which factors influenced the
adoption of cloud computing in firms, the researchers used
an integrated model composed of both Technology
Acceptance Model (TAM) and TOE factors in addition to
two mediating variables including perceived usefulness
and perceived ease of use to explain the variation in the
dependent variable, intention to adopt cloud computing.
The findings of the study suggested that relative advantage,
compatibility, complexity, organizational readiness, top
management commitment, and training and education were
the most important variables affecting the adoption of
cloud computing (Gangwar, H.,et al , 2015)[7].

4. Research Framework and
Hypotheses Development
The current research study model in figure 1 is proposed
by TOE framework. TOE framework has a strong
theoretical basis, credible empirical support to investigate
IS / IT innovation adoption (Melville N, Ramirez R.,
2008)[23]. This framework proposes that adoption of
information technology by organizations and it is affected
by Technological, organizational, and environmental
factors (Melville N, Ramirez R., 2008)[23]. Thence, the
variable of major interest is the adoption of cloud
computing” which is the dependent variable, while
technological, organizational, and environmental factors
are the independent variables applied to demonstrate the
variance in the dependent variable. These critical success
factors were derived from a previous research which
conducted about critical success factors on IT adoption.
Research Model is depicted in figure 1. In the next
subsections, the definition of each factor is presented. Over
and above, the variables have been offered with each factor
are specified, followed by hypotheses of the research.
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Figure 1. The proposed research model for cloud computing adoption in Pharmaceutical Manufacturing Companies

4.1. Technology Context (Tech. – Cont.)
The technology context refers to the technological
characteristics (infrastructure) available in the firm for
innovative technology adoption (Alshamaila, Y., et al,
2013)[4] that contain the structural aspects and the
specialized human resources. The specialized human
resources are those in an organization with the knowledge
and skills to implement the services (e.g., employees with
computer skills, IT specialists) (M. W. Wang et al.,
2007)[24].The technology context represents the technical
issues that will influence the decision on the adoption of
Cloud computing. Based on the literature review, three
variables have been suggested in the T- Cont. and they are
complexity, compatibility, and relative advantage. In the
following, these three variables are described in detail.
4.1.1. Complexity
(Sonnenwald et al., 2001)[25], defined technology
complexity as "the level of perceived difficulty of
understanding and using technology usage. It is associated
with integrated cloud infrastructure, the time taken to
implement the task, design interface, capacity of transfer
the data, and system functionality (Gangwar, H.,et al ,
2015)[7].Adoption of new IT innovations will be less of a
use even if it seems difficult (Rogers, E, 2003)[26]. Also,
adopting of new cloud computing technologies make the
organization faces many challenges such as changing the
processes that interact with its business systems
(Alshamaila, Y., et al, 2013)[4].These adopted
technologies should be user-friendly, easy to harness, and
manageable so as to increase the opportunities for its
adoption (Berman et al. , 2012)[27].However, cloud
computing is still in its beginning stages and organizations
afraid and hesitate of the decision making an adoption
(Dwivedi and Mustafee , 2010)[28] technology

considered complex if it takes too much effort and time to
be learned; or if the user should spend too much time to
accomplish the usual duties (Alshamaila, Y., et al,
2013)[4]. The bottom line, in the context of cloud
computing adoption the system complexity level, has a
significant impact on the adoption of cloud computing.
4.1.2. Compatibility
Compatibility refers to “the degree, to which an
innovation is perceived as consistent with the current
values, needs of potential adopters and their previous
experiences" (Rogers, E, 2003)[26]. Compatibility
considered as a vital determinant of cloud computing
adoption
innovations
(F.
Thiesse
at
al.,
2011)[29].Perceived compatibility takes into account
whether behavioral patterns, present values, and
organization experiences and its employees are consistent
with a new technology (Peng et al. , 2012)[30].Increasing
the compatibility among an innovation and adopter’s needs
will facilitate the integration of technology within the
organization and business functions (Osama Harfoushi et
al., 2016) [9]. According to (Gutierrez, A., et al ,
2015)[21], cloud computing permits firms to keep up with
new innovative technology. Technology compatibility with
existing systems, organizational values and beliefs
motivate organizations to adopt with cloud computing.
4.1.3. Relative Advantage
"Relative advantage is defined as" the level to which a
technological factor has more benefits that advantage to the
organization” (Rogers, E, 2003)[26].Innovations in cloud
computing that have a clear, unambiguous feature in
generating a strategic effectiveness (increasing sales for
instance) and operational efficiency (reducing operational
costs for example) has a higher motive for adoption (T.
Greenhalgh et al., 2004)[31].Cloud computing leads to
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radical changes in the existing practices and processes as
well as improving the performance generally (P. Ifinedo,
2011)[32].Previous studies have found that relative
advantage is an important determinant for cloud computing
adoption; therefore, it is crucial to explore this concept in
the context of cloud computing adoption and its
effectiveness on organizational performance (S. S. Alam,
2009)[33].Firms should weigh the anticipated results from
adopting of cloud computing, this occurs when firms
perceived a relative advantage from that innovation.
Many advantages that will assist organizations from
adapting of cloud computing: accelerate business
communication, active coordination between organizations,
improve communication with customers and consumers,
and quick access to the market information, another
benefits include reduced costs, scalability, flexibility,
mobility, pay-per-use, and shared resources [ ( Low, C., et
al, 2011); (Miller, M, 2008)][18];[34].Moreover, it
improves the quality, productivity and company's
performance. As a result of the above-mentioned benefits,
the relative advantage has a positive impact on adoption of
cloud computing. Based on the above discussion, we will
propose that technological content (Complexity,
Compatibility, and relative advantage) will impact the
adoption of cloud computing in Jordan's pharmaceutical
manufacturing firms.
4.2. Organizational Context: (Org. – Cont.)
Based on the literature review, three variables have been
proposed in the Org. – Cont., they are top management
support, firm size, and technical readiness. In following
subsections, these three variables are described in detail:
4.2.1. Top Management Support
Top management support plays an important role in the
decision of adoption of cloud computing which involves
resources and infrastructure saving, services simulation,
procedures re-engineering ( Low, C., et al, 2011)[18].
Cloud computing encourages the top management to
implement the change, estimate the required resources for
its adoption. Thus, the degree of support to adopt the
technological innovations for business use depends on top
management support. As proposed by the latest reviews of
the IT adoption literature, top management support is one
of the most top forecasters for cloud computing innovation
adoption (Azam et al., 2014)[35].Furthermore, it has been
suggested by earlier studies on the adoption of IT
innovation, that top management support has a critical
influence on the organization's decision for cloud
computing adoption based on the TOE framework
[ (Feuerlicht and Govardhan, 2010); (Lin and Chen,
2012)][36];[37].Top management that understands the
benefits of cloud computing will likely allocate the needful
resources for its adoption and influences on the
organizational members to implement the change

(Alshamaila, Y., et al, 2013)[4].
4.2.2. Firm Size
Firm size is another factor that can affect the adoption of
cloud computing. Concerning with innovative adoption,
big firms have more chances than small and medium firms.
In spite of the fact that they are more adaptable, previous
studies indicated those small enterprises and some of the
medium enterprises do not willing to accept/adopt new
technologies
(Lippert
and
Govindarajulu
,
2006)[38].The size of a firm is an important factor that will
assure the adoption of cloud computing as a technological
innovation ( Low, C., et al, 2011)[18]Accordingly, the
firm size is considered as a primary base towards intention
of accepting technology innovations according to the
IDT/DOI theory by Rogers (1995) (Lippert and
Govindarajulu , 2006)[38].The firm size impacts on the
adoption of IT innovations such as cloud computing which
proposed by the assessment of the studies based on a TOE
framework (Hsu et al. , 2006)[39].
4.2.3. Technical Readiness
The adoption of any new technology is influenced by
organizations' technical readiness, which means the
technology infrastructure and IT human resources
[ (Oliveira and Martins , 2010); (To and Ngai, 2006)]
[16];[40]. Implemented network technologies and
enterprise systems which offer a platform on which the
cloud computing applications can be built is referred by
technological infrastructure (Azam et al., 2014)[35].The
implementing of cloud computing is correlated with IT
applications that provided with knowledge and human
resources' experience in IT. Also, cloud computing
services can become a part of the value of chain activities
in the organization only if it has the needful infrastructure
and technical competence. Hence, firms that have a
technological readiness and capability will be more willing
for the adoption of cloud computing ( Low, C., et al,
2011)[18].As a result, firms with a higher degree of
technology readiness are in the best position regarding
cloud computing adoption. Accordingly, we will
hypothesize that organizational content (Top Management
Support, Firm Size, and Technical Readiness) will
influence the adoption of cloud computing in Jordan's
pharmaceutical manufacturing firms.
4.3. Environmental Context (Env. - Cont.)
Env. – Cont. refers to "an organization’s industry,
competitors, and government policy or intention" ( Low,
C., et al, 2011)[18]. This factor covers a small
environment where the organization runs their business
including industry market as well as technology service
providers (Gutierrez et al., 2015)[21]. The Env - cont.
utilized in this research study contain competitive pressure
and trading partner pressure as follows:
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4.3.1. Competitive Pressure
According to (Laforet, S, 2011)[41], competitive
pressure is "the degree level of pressure which firms can
encounter from their competitors in the same industry
scope. Competitive pressure can play a positive role in the
adoption of any new technology because it influences the
performance and competency (Ramdani and Kawalek,
2009)[42].As well, adopting technology assists firms in
changing the competitive environment in various methods
such as industry structure and outperforms competitors
(Osama Harfoushi et al., 2016)[9].Cloud computing can
improve the operating effectiveness, data accuracy, and
lowering costs ( Low, C., et al, 2011)[18]. Therefore, firms
that are initially adopting cloud computing are expected to
gain benefits in terms of competitive advantage and
survival (Gangwar, H.,et al , 2015)[7]. In Jordan, the
pharmaceutical industry is witnessing strong competition
locally and internationally and enjoys a good reputation.
4.3.2. Trading Partner Pressure
In cloud computing, trading cloud computing, trading
partners relate to cloud services providers'. Firms rely on
the experience and skills of trading partners when they
looking to adopt of cloud services generally regardless of
size (Osama Harfoushi et al., 2016)[9].The decision of
whether to adopt a new information technology innovation
or not is influenced by prior history and bygone projects of
a trading partner (Gutierrez et al., 2015)[21].Firms that
willingness to adopt cloud computing services is
discomforted about the capability of service providers to
ensure the availability of data when needed. To ensure the
desired level of availability, service level agreements and a
combination of precautionary measures can be used.
Security is another concern of organizations when they
decided to use cloud computing (Osama Harfoushi et al.,
2016)[9].
Cloud computing security is more than exactly
authenticity, authorization, and accountability; it is also
relevant to data protection, disaster recovery, and business
continuity (Alshamaila, Y., et al, 2013)[4]. Privacy and
confidentiality also related to security because service
providers have access to all the data ( Low, C., et al,
2011)[18].The trading partners' experiences in cloud
computing impact the organization's decision for adoption.
This component is, therefore, an important and influential
factor in the adoption of cloud computing in
pharmaceutical manufacturers and other business
enterprises. Consequently, we will propose that
environmental content (Competitive Pressure and Trading
Partner Pressure) will affect the adoption of cloud
computing in Jordan's pharmaceutical manufacturing
firms.
Research hypotheses:
Based on the research framework as well as the study’s
proposed model, the following three null hypotheses were
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formulated and be tested:
Hypothesis One (H1): The technology content does not
impact the adoption of cloud computing in Jordan's
pharmaceutical manufacturing firms.
Hypothesis Two: (H2): The organizational content does
not impact the adoption of cloud computing in Jordan's
pharmaceutical manufacturing firms.
Hypothesis Three: (H3): The environmental content
does not impact the adoption of cloud computing in
Jordan's pharmaceutical manufacturing firms.

5. Methodology
To evaluate how TOE framework factors that impact the
cloud computing adoption in Jordan's pharmaceutical firms,
a quantitative method was conducted. Data will be
collected through designed questionnaire through
reviewing the literature and collect initial information
about cloud computing adoption so as to help these
enterprises to gain a better understanding about how these
three factors impact on their adoption to cloud computing
model. The population of the current study included 16 big
pharmaceutical manufacturing companies that work in the
healthcare sector in Jordan. 250 questionnaires were
distributed to the employees working in the IT department
in the targeted companies. The companies were randomly
selected based on [ (Sekaran and Bougie, 2013);
(Sekaran, U , 2003)][43];[44] sampling method; the
employees were being selected from each of randomly
selected companies to represent the sample used in this
research study[ (Sekaran and Bougie, 2013); (Sekaran,
U , 2003) [43];[44] ].The sampling scope refers to the set
of people/firms from the targeted population that has the
change to be selected ( J. Fowler and J. Floyd, 2008)[45].
230 were returned, 6 of those were discarded because they
were in incomplete. 224 found usable for this study with
response rate of (89.9%).
5.1. Variable Measurement
Three factors (TOE) that impact the adoption of cloud
computing will be tested through 8 critical success factors
(variables); Tech. – Cont., which includes 3 constructs;
complexity, compatibility, and relative advantage, as
suggested by (Feuerlicht and Govardhan, 2010)[36]
measured by 8 items. Org. - Cont. that includes 3 constructs;
top management support, firm size, and technology
readiness are also derived from (Gutierrez, A., et al ,
2015)[21] measured by 7 items, Env. - Cont. Includes 2
constructs; competitive pressure, trading partner pressure
are also derived from (35) measured by 6 items. Finally,
cloud computing adoption was measured through 4 items
based on a study conducted by (Tweel, A, 2012)[46].To
test the hypotheses related to this research paper, the
collected data will help to examine the relationship
between the variables.
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6. Data Analysis
In order to examine the effect of TOE factors on the
adoption of cloud computing, a Five - points Likert – type
scale of agreement, running from strongly disagree = 1 and
strongly agree = 5 were used. Reliability and validity
analyses were conducted, in addition to the multi
collinearity test; multiple regression analysis was
conducted to test the research hypotheses. The data were
analyzed using Statistical Package for Social Sciences
(SPSS) version 17. A measure of multiple regression
analysis will be conducted, in addition to reliability and
multi-collinearity tests. The results provide the foundation
for accepting/rejecting the hypotheses.
6.1. Validity and Reliability
Validity and reliability are two important measurements
that determine the quality and usefulness of collected data.
The validity is concerning accuracy, and whether the
instrument measures what it is sought to evaluate.
Reliability is about precision; it is used to check the
consistency and stability of the questionnaire. The
researcher(s) depended on scales and items that were
previously developed and used by other researchers with
similar interests. Moreover, a draft copy of the
questionnaire was reviewed by four academic lecturers
who have sufficient knowledge and experience in this
scope to make sure that each item is measuring what is
expected to measure and to avoid any ambiguity or
complexity in the phrasing of the items. The reliability of
the research instrument was measured by Cronbach’s alpha
coefficient. According to (Hair Jr et al., 1998)[47], the
values of all indicators or dimensional scales should be
above the recommended value of 0.60.The results of
Cranach’s alpha for the independent and dependent
variables presented in Table1. Cronbach’s alpha
coefficients of all the tested variables are above 0.60
acceptable level of internal consistency, and suitable for
further analysis which is generally acceptable in scientific
research.
Table 1. TOE model Cronbach’s alpha Values
Variable

No. of items

Tech.- Cont.
Org. – Cont.
Env. – Cont.
Adoption of cloud
computing

8
7
6

Cronbach’s alpha
Values
0.685
0.754
0.709

4

0.662

6.2. Hypotheses Testing Results
The purpose of this research study is to examine the
effectiveness of critical success factors of TOE framework
on the adoption of cloud computing in Jordan's
pharmaceutical manufacturing firms. Accordingly, to test

the study hypotheses, multiple regressions were utilized.
Further, the level of significance (α-level) was selected to
be (0.05) and the probability value (p-value) obtained from
the statistical hypotheses test is considered to be the
decision rule for rejecting the null hypotheses (Creswell, J ,
2009)[48]. If the p-value is ≤ to α-level then, the alternative
hypothesis will be accepted (supported) and the null
hypothesis will be rejected. If the p-value is ˃ the α-level,
the alternative hypothesis will not be supported and the null
hypothesis cannot be rejected. In addition, the normality of
the independent variables and the loss of the multi
co-linearity issue (i.e. the situation of multiple regression in
which the independent variables are themselves highly
correlated) were checked. As suggested by (Pallant, J ,
2005)[49], most of the figures should be within the
adequate domains of normality. For this aim, tolerance and
Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) was investigated; a VIF
value of 5 or 10 and above, and a tolerance of less than 0.20
indicates that variables are multicollinearity (the case in
which two or more explanatory variables in multiple
regression are highly linearly related). Table 2 shows the
results.
Table 2. Variance Inflation Factor (VIF (and Tolerance for the
independent variables.
Variables
Tech. - Cont.
Org. - Cont.
Env. - Cont.

Variance Inflation
Factor(VIF(
1.417
1.574
1.413

Tolerance
0.715
0.629
0.698

It can be noticed that VIF limits between 1.413 and
1.574 which are well-below 5 as revealed in the above table.
Moreover, the tolerance figures limit between 0.629 and
0.715 which are greater than 0.20. These factors show that
there is no directory of multicollinearity issue in the
regression model. In addition to the VIF and tolerance
figures, Pearson Correlation Matrix was determined for the
independent variable contexts to check out the correlation
between them as depicted in table 3.
Table 3. Pearson Correlation Matrix
Variables
T – Factor
Tech. – Cont.
Org. – Cont.
Env. – Cont.

Pearson Correlation
O – Factor
E – Factor
0.534
0.437
0.503

The figure of 0.75 and up indicates a high correlation
between the variables according to (Sekaran, U , 2003),
[44]. The outcomes in the above table, are all below 0.75,
and thus don’t point out a high correlation between the
variables. Therefore, these results likewise present that
there is no index of multicollinearity problem. The results
of examining the three hypotheses regarding the effect of
TOE framework components (Tech.; Org.; and Env. ;) on
the adoption of cloud computing are depicted in table 4.
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Table 4. Result for the study model (b).
Variables

R

β

t

Sig(t)

0.219

2.915

0.003

Org. – Cont.

0.175

1.479

0.138

Env. – Cont.

0.209

2.844

0.005

Tech. - Cont.

a

R

2

0.435

a

0.179

F
15.989

Sig(f)
0.000

a

b

Predictors: T- Cont. O – Cont. E – Cont. Dependent variable: adoption of cloud computing.

Since the value of multiple correlation coefficients is R =
0.435, so, there is a positive correlation between TOE
framework components and adoption of cloud computing
as manifested in the table above. The value of R2 (adjusted)
relates to the model generalizability. It allows the
researchers to generalize the findings taken from the
respondents to the total population. In this case, it equals to
0.179. Also, the figures showed that F- ratio for these data
is equal to 15.989, which is statistically significant at p <
0.05. Thus, we conclude that there is a statistically
significant impact of TOE framework components on the
adoption of cloud computing. The β's value indicates to the
individual contribution of every predictor (independent
variable) to the model if other predictors are held to be
constant. Table 4, revealed the standardized coefficients
for every TOE framework dimensions. The figure of β for
Tech. – Cont. is 0.219, Org. – cont. is 0.175, and Env. –
Cont. is 0.209 which all are positive. The level of influence
of these dimensions depends on the β value (i.e. higher β
value is the higher impact on the adoption of cloud
computing (dependent variable). It can be concluded from
the values of β that the variable that has the highest
contribution to the model is Tech. – cont.; Env. – cont.; Org.
– cont. respectively.

important factor to take into consideration when adopting
cloud computing. It is necessary to realize if the technology
is compatible with the current infrastructures in the firm,
also if it is compatible with current values and adopters'
needs (Gangwar, H.,et al , 2015)[7].Cloud computing
must be compatible with IT development environment,
business needs, and company's policy (36). Therefore,
several steps should be taken to change existing processes
to meet compatibility of cloud solutions in the
organization’s infrastructure. [ (Ross, 2010); (Gutierrez,
A., et al , 2015)][50]; [21], declared that compatibility was
not considered and crucial motivational factor for adoption
of cloud computing not compatible with the findings of this
research study.
The third component of Tech. – cont. is a relative
advantage. It has been suggested that when firms perceive a
relative advantage from an innovation, they are likely to
adopt it (Lee, J., 2004)[51].The technology of cloud
computing has different benefits (a relative advantage)
such as mobility, flexibility, resource sharing, and cost
reducing (Sultan, N. , 2011)[52]. Cloud computing
services can make firms more effective (Alshamaila, Y., et
al, 2013)[4].Organizations demand a confirmation that the
real advantages of cloud computing adoption are feasible
before an adoption can be considered. This could be
particularly important when it constrained by limited
budgets ( J. Fowler and J. Floyd, 2008)[45].
7. Discussion
The second hypothesis (H2): "the organizational content
The main aim of conducting this research was to does not impact the adoption of cloud computing in
determine whether the factors suggested by the TOE Jordan's pharmaceutical manufacturing firms. Results
framework affected the adoption of cloud computing. The showed that Org. – cont. has an influence on cloud
results indicate that the three (TOE) factors have a positive computing adoption in pharmaceutical industry; it was not
significant impact on the adoption of cloud computing with as significant as the other two dimensions (Tech. and Env.).
different levels in Jordanian Pharmaceutical manufacturing In this study, Org. – cont. factor included top management
firms, and found out that the technology factor had a support, firm size, and technology readiness. As proposed
positive significant impact on the adoption of cloud by previous studies [ (Kim and Lee, 2008); (Yoon, T. ,
computing. Therefore, (H1) "the technology content does 2009)] [53]; [54], these factors could affect the process of
not impact the adoption of cloud computing in Jordan's adopting new technology. Top management support, firm
pharmaceutical manufacturing firms" was rejected. Further, size, competitive pressure and they have a significant effect
it was found that this content had the most effect on the on the adoption of cloud computing. Literature supports
adopting of new IT innovation (i.e. cloud computing). This that top management support has influence on the adoption
conclusion supports the findings of researchers (Ramdani and Kawalek, 2009)[42]; without top
[(Oliveira,T. et al, 2014); (Lin and Chen, 2012)] [5];[37]. management support, organizations are less likely to adopt
On another hand, complexity plays an important role in the new technologies.
context of cloud computing adoption. Many firms still have
This suggests that the supportive behavior of top
some anxiety and fears about investing in new IT management is an important constructor in influencing
innovations like cloud computing.
adoption strategies and outcomes ( J. Fowler and J. Floyd,
Compatibility is another reason why technology is an 2008)[45]. (Gutierrez, A., et al , 2015)[21] Found that top
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management support was no longer a driving force for the
adoption of cloud computing due to the growing awareness
between business and IT managers regarding and also due
to the potential benefits of cloud computing that outweigh
the risks of its adoption (Alshamaila, Y., et al,
2013)[4].The big sized firms usually have more flexibility
in their resources for the adoption of any new IT innovation.
Therefore, there is a positive relationship between firm size
and IT acceptance.
Another factor that can impact on the adoption of cloud
computing is technical readiness. Technical readiness of
organizations has positive influence on the adoption of
cloud computing; the more readiness organization has, the
more intention to adopt cloud computing (Sekaran, U ,
2003)[44].The findings of this study were supported by
[ ( J. Fowler and J. Floyd, 2008); (Oliveira and Martins ,
2010)]; [45]; [16]. This is mainly because organizations
with high technological readiness are aware of current IT
infrastructure potential, and limitations, organizations are
willing to provide adequate training to enable the skills
need to adopt cloud computing (Osama Harfoushi et al.,
2016)[9]. Consequently, organizations which have
technological readiness are better prepared for adopting
cloud computing [ (Gutierrez, A., et al , 2015); ( Low, C.,
et al, 2011)];[21]; [18]. Technical readiness has no
significantly impact on cloud computing adoption that is
what the researchers found in this study. This is because
the fact that organizations with developed hardware,
software, and expertise resources may not effect by cloud
computing adoption, it affect by the extent of
implementation instead.
The third hypothesis (H3), "the environmental content
does not impact the adoption of cloud computing in
Jordan's pharmaceutical manufacturing firms was rejected
as this factor was found to have a positive impact on the
adoption of cloud computing. According to [ ( Low, C., et
al, 2011); (Pallant, J , 2005); [18]; [49], organizations that
face intense competition resort to implement changes are
more aggressively and respond more quickly in a
competitive environment than others. When competitors
implement cloud computing as a competitive tool, it builds
a pressure on adopting of cloud computing therefore it
continues in a competitive edge. According to (Zhu et al . ,
2006) [55], competitive pressure compels companies to
shift to cloud computing.
Trading partner pressure also has a positive impact on IT
innovation adoption; this pressure can be either persuasive
or imperative pressure. Organizations which adopting
cloud computing technology are depending on whether
they have been influenced by convincing power or through
compulsory power, whereby the firm that has more
bargaining power has requested that the firm with less
bargaining power adopt cloud computing ( Low, C., et al,
2011)[18].Cloud
computing
technology
needs
comprehensive collaboration of all businesses partners in
order to guarantee best practices and full benefits, therefore,

cloud computing adopter’s organizations forms networks
with all participants to meet the customer needs and gain
customer satisfaction (Gangwar, H.,et al , 2015) [7].
[ (Lin and Chen, 2012); (Alshamaila, Y., et al, 2013)];
[37]; [4], found that trading partner and competitive
pressure were not statistically significant for adopting
cloud computing.

8. Conclusions and Future Work
This research study is trying to test the proposed (TOE)
framework illustrated in Figure 1. Results of this research
demonstrated that the three dimensions of this framework
(Tech., Org., and Env.) are interrelated to each other and
significantly influence on the adoption of cloud computing
in firms, in particular, Pharmaceutical manufacturing firms.
Tech. - cont., was the most influential factor that influenced
the adoption of cloud computing followed by Env.- cont.,
and finally Org. - cont.as supported by figures. The
findings of this research study are crucial to information
and technologies managers and workers as well as service
providers. These findings also can support in developing
plans and mechanisms for cloud computing adoption. The
research model can help IT professionals and service
providers in understanding clearly how and why
Pharmaceutical manufacturing companies in Jordan choose
to adopt cloud computing services. Moreover, firms can
estimate whether these services, in reality, are compatible
with their systems and how complex is the service
implementation.
The future studies can harness the findings as a ground
to implement a cloud computing in other business and
manufacturing sectors and others as well. In this research
study, a well - structured questionnaire was employed to
collect data related to the influence of TOE framework on
the adoption of cloud computing in Pharmaceutical
manufacturing firms in Jordan context. In spite of the fact
that this approach is valuable in understanding
business-related decisions, it may not suitable to locate the
right cause to the decision makers in firms to adopt or not
adopt cloud computing. Furthermore, this study was
carried out in Jordan where some pharmaceutical
manufacturing firms, mostly the small size haven’t a
willingness yet to adopt cloud computing. For
generalizability of the study results, further future studies
are needed.
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